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1 - Prologue

Deep in the recesses of a volcanic cavern...

Aaron: UAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

Volcano beast: BWA HA HA!!!!

Aaron: WAIT!!! I'm too young to die! I've never been able to get a job, or eat my first prune salad, or get
a girlfriend, or stand on my head on top of the Empire State Building while drinking a Mobian II soda and
ordering an apple pie pickle Oreo acnchovie pizza and juggling 6 Corn Dogs!!!!!!

Volcano beast: TOO BAD!!!!

Aaron: AGH!

Kuro: Never fear cowering citizen!

Aaron: Huh?

Kuro: I am here to free you from the clutches of this smelly, toasting, overwheighted beast who dwells
deep in the recesses of a volcanic cavern!

Aaron: OK, then... Do THAT!!!!

So the mysterious hedgehog Aaron just met sprung into action and fought the smelly, toasting, overw...
thingy

Aaron: WOW! That was amazing! How did you d- huh? he's gone!

Back at home...

Aaron: So then this creepy metal hedgehog appears out of nowhere and saves my life!

Ace: eh? Are you sure you don't need therapy?

Aaron: I already DO! Would I make this up?

Ace: If you were planning on getting Nick and Joe to tape this for the New Years Video.

Aaron: Oh yah.



At a newsstand...

Aaron: See? I'll prove that weird metal hedgehog exists! Everything that goes on around here is
recorded in these magazines!

Ace: So...?

Aaron: SO, we need to start scanning through these pages to find proof of him!

Ace: If I start scanning through the pages, it'll wind up on the New Years Video.

Aaron: C'mon Ace! Trust me!

Ace: NAH! I'm outta here!

Aaron: Oh well. I guess I'm on my own. *starts searching through pages* AH HA! Here it is! Strange
figure appears in Station Square's nearby volcanic cavern!

Newsstand boy: Will you be buying that sir?

Aaron: Uh yah! I guess.

Jade: Aaron! It's me! *pulls up hat*

Aaron: JADE!? WHAT'RE YOU DOING HERE?

Jade: Well...the rent is up and... you know... Just don't tell Amanda.

Aaron: No PROB!

Jade: Oh no! Here she comes! *pulls down hat and hides under desk*

Amanda: Hi Aaron!

Aaron: Oh! Hi Amanda!

Amanda: Say have you seen Jade anywhere?

Aaron: JADE!!! I mean. uhh...NO! and he's definetely not selling magazines to pay off his rent and hiding
behind the newsstand to avoid you!

Amanda: Hmm... *walks behind newsstand* Ah HA! *grabs Jade who's covering his face with his hat*

Jade: *in a newsstand boy's voice* Will you be buying anything Ma'am?

Amanda: *looks at Aaron who's grinning* Humph! *walks away*



Jade: That was CLOSE!

Aaron: Well uh...here's the money for the magazine.

Jade: You know...the rent is REALLY up.

Aaron: (sigh) *gives him an extra dollar*

Jade: Now THAT'S what I'm talkin' about!

Back at home...

Aaron: See? Look!

Ace: You purchased the newest issue of "Fake Current Events"?

Aaron: I did? I did! Uhh...never mind that. LOOK!

Ace: Hmm...weird hedgehog warrior...hmmmm...makes rescue at volcanic
cavern...hmmmanuaunanuanuan.......WITNESSES!

Aaron: Witnesses who have submitted that they've seen this creature include...
Ray the Squirrel, Abby the Koala, Big the Cat, Rotor the Walrus, Nack the Weasel, and... NICK THE
HEDGEHOG!?

Ace: Nick the Hedgehog?

Aaron: Uh huh!

Ace: Isn't HE that kid who Jade hates... the kid who lives in that apartment complex a few blocks down?

Aaron: C'MON! If he submitted, he MUST know about that weird armored guy! Let's go!



2 - Who is Kuro?

At Nick's place...

Nick: A weird metal hedgehog?

Aaron: Uh huh! Fake Current Events said that you submitted, saying you saw it.

Nick: As a matter of fact I did. I told Joe about it, but he just said I needed therapy.

Ace: uh...heh heh...

Aaron: That means I did see him!

Ace: Guess so. I see no cameras, no tape recorders... I suppose that hedgehog IS real!

Nick: Now we're left with ONE question: is he friend or foe?

Aaron: There's only one way to find out! We need to find him again and make him talk!

Ace: But where to find him?

Nick: Yah, he's right! We can't expect to just look right out the window and spot him conveniently
strolling through town!

Aaron: Oh yes we CAN!

Ace: Hmm...maybe you DO need therapy.

Aaron: NO! There he is!

Nick: AGH! That's him!

Ace: Let's follow him!

So Aaron, Ace, and Nick dash through Station Square following the mysterious hedgehog.

Ace: ug... I can't run any more...

Nick: You haven't even ran you idiot!

Aaron: Nick, the bird's exhausted. (and heavy)

Nick: There must be SOMETHING we can do.



After some short thinking time...

Ace: Thanks for carrying me Nick!

Nick: AGH! You weigh more than a bowling alley let alone a bowling ball!

Ace: HEY! I had that for lunch today!

Aaron: BOY! This guy's pretty hard to keep up with!

Nick: Well DUH! We're lugging around my apartment complex disguised as a bird!!!!

Ace: Hey! I had that for DINNER!

Aaron: OK guys! He's slowing down!

Nick: Thank goodness!

Ace: Uh oh! Look!

Aaron: ACK! He's taking off into the sky!

Ace: We can't follow him THAT high!

Nick: (unless we stand on Ace's shoulders)

Ace: I heard that!

Nick: How do we stop him?

Aaron: With THIS! My universal remote control!

Nick: You carry around a universal remote with you?

Aaron: We lost the TV remote.

Nick: Oh.

Aaron: Here we go! That hedgehog's suit is made of metal! He must get all his power from THAT! My
remote control should probably be able to control his robotic power suit just like a television!

Ace: Good thinking!

Nick: I just hope it doesn't affect the bird-like TV in my arms!



Ace: HEY! I'm not as heavy as a TV!

Nick:...

Ace: I'm as heavy as SIXTEEN TV's.

Nick: ug...and I'm carrying you right now! *drops Ace*

Aaron: Let's try the REWIND BUTTON!

WSSSSHHH WEEOOO!

Ace: HEY! I'm not as heavy as a TV!

Nick: Ace, he didn't rewind US!

Ace: Oh yah!

Kuro: ARGH! What have you done to me?

Aaron: Now the PAUSE button!

Kuro: AH! My suit! It can't move!

Ace: technology these days....

Kuro: This is how you thank the one and only Kuro the Hedgehog for saving your life?

Aaron: No. It's how we thank the one and only Kuro the Hedgehog for keeping his ENTIRE identity a
SECRET!

Kuro: I gave you my name alright?

Aaron: That's not enough. WE want MORE!

Kuro: And if I refuse?

Ace: Then twinkle toes here-

Nick: HEY!

Ace: ahem Nick here gives you a knuckle submarine sandwich with the WORKS!

Nick: But I always hold the fries!

Aaron: So...any last words? or...middle words? or...um...words that if you say will make them NOT...last?
Uh...any of those kinds of words?



Kuro: YES! If you leave it paused for five minutes...

BYOOP! BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP

Kuro: It UNPAUSES! *flys away*

Aaron: (sigh) Time for Plan B.

Nick: What's Plan B?

Aaron: Come up with a Plan C...



3 - Kuro's New Helpers

At the beach...

Concession stand guy: So that's 25 Corn Dogs, ten large Stoke-a-Colas,
20 hot dogs, 50 pigs in a blanket, 15 chili dogs, and five veggie dogs?

Aaron: NO NO! It was twenty SIX corn dogs!

Concession stand guy: Right! I'll have your order ready in about 30 minutes.

Aaron: Hey! I order this stuff 'cause I'm hungry NOW! Not 'cause I WILL be hungry LATER!!!!

Concession stand guy: Next?

Ace: I'll have 18 Meat pies, 12 weenies, 45 pigs in a blanket, 20 large "Stokes",
26 foot longs, and...one of those chocolate mustard oreo fried pickle apple pie
anchovie taco sauce chili pepper sundaes!

Concession stand guy: Uh...could you repeat that?

Liza: Geesh. Does your food even go anywhere when you swallow it?

Aaron: Oh hi Liza! Lemme guess, you want one of my corn dogs. The answer
is NO.

Liza: No, I came to comment on your bottomless stomachs and to tell you
that I just saw a giant creepy hedgehog in metal armor.

Aaron: K, don't care. Now can you bribe the concession stand to get my food
done faste- METAL ARMOR!

Ace: At the beach?

Liza: 'z he a friend of yours?

Aaron: Uh...yah. Could you take us to him.

Liza: OK, follow me!

About 5 seconds later...

Liza: He was flying around right about here. It looked like he was



monitoring the ocean. I guess he thinks Lifeguards can't do their job
well enough.

Aaron: No kidding. *Looks up at lifeguard yelling towards water

Lifeguard: Hey! That inner tube is not a toy! You! No snorkels aloud!
I don't wanna have ta report you!

Ace: Well...uh...what were we doing again?

Meanwhile at a nearby Beach Volleyball court...

Nick: Geesh! Did that lifeguard get up on the wrong side of the bed?

Amanda: If so, then ALL lifeguards must be getting up on the wrong
side of the bed.

Joe: OUT! HA! Clair and I win!

Nick: That was SO in!

Joe: OUT!

Nick: IN!

Joe: OUT!

Amanda: Will YOU ever understand them?

Clair: Probably not.

Joe: IN!

Nick: OUT!

Joe: HAHA! We win!

Nick: CHEATER!

Joe: *sticks out tongue* pthbthtbth!
NA-NA-NA-NA-NA You can't catch me!

Clair: HEY! Look over there!

Nick: It's Aaron, Ace, and Liza.



Joe: Let's go over there and see what's up!

Nick: HA! That means we win by forfeit!

Amanda: Come ON NIck! *drags him*

Joe: Aaron?

Aaron: Oh hi guys!

Ace: With two we were company, with three we were a crowd...but SEVEN?!

Liza: We're looking for somebody.

Nick: The Easter Bunny?

Joe: The Boogie Man?

Clair: The Lochness Monster?

Amanda: Santa Claus?

Liza: Wrong, Nope, Uh-uh, Incorrct.

Ace: Nick, we're trying to find Kuro!

Nick: Kuro? Why would he be here?

Amanda: Isn't he the one you saw at the power plant?

Joe: Is he going out for a swim?

Clair: That'd need to be one heckuva big swimsuit.

Aaron: Liza claims she saw him here! How'd you know about him?

Nick: Well, I told Amanda, then Amanda told Clair, then Clair told Joe
about a giant creepy hedgehog with rusty yet turn of the century
armor with cutting edge weaponary, protection, and propulsion capabilities.

Kuro: Thanks! I appreciate the compliment.

Nick: Your welcome Kuro....KURO!?

Kuro: Salutations Aaron, Ace, Nick. I see you've brought some friends.
What are their names?



Aaron: We haven't been able to stand you and neither will Liza,
Joe, Clair, or Amanda! Now hold still!

Kuro: As you wish, but if you are planning on that stupid pause
maneuver with your little wirey box, it will not work.

Ace: He's right! *begins to whisper* We need a way to pause him
permanently!

Amanda: But how?

Concession stand guy: I have 10 large Stoke-a-Colas for
Mr. Aaron the Hedgehog!

Aaron: Hmmm....I have an idea! *everyone gathers around*

Clair: What?

Aaron: Ace, go to my beach bag and get my Universal remote
while I go pick up my sodas. We're gonna give Kuro a nightmare
he'll NEVER forget, and he'll HAVE to tell us EVERYTHING!

Ace: Let's see, goggles, noseplugs, sunglasses, CD player,
umbrella, lawn chair, extra change of clothes, oh where is it?

Back with Liza, Amanda, Joe, Clair, Nick, and Kuro...

Kuro: So, I will let you go through Aaron's little plan, but I
assure you it won't work.

Liza: It will! I know it will.

Kuro: Well well. You seem to be slowly transforming into my enemies.

Joe: We sure ARE!

Kuro: Well, with such a large crowd against me, I believe I
could use some helpers.

Clair: You sure could.

Kuro: HahahHAHAHA!!!! Yes! But where to find such "helpers"?
I have nowhere to look huh?

Liza: Nowhere.



Kuro: Joe, Clair, Liza. Step forward.

Joe: What for?

Kuro: Hmmmmm...Nick, Amanda. Why don't you turn around?
You may not want to see this.

Nick: Rrrrr!

Amanda: Just do what he says Nick. Turn around.

Nick: Fine.

Kuro: A'right you three. *pulls mask up* look at my eyes.

Joe: I'm not looking into your eyes! Their old and dry...and...
and shiny...and... glowing....

Clair: And pretty...

Liza: And...and....

ZAP!!!!!

Kuro: HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!!!!!

Joe, Clair, and Liza: Destroy...Aaron....destroy...world
must...destroy.....world....

Kuro: That should do it.

Nick: What is going ON? *turns around* OH MY GOSH!

ZAP!

Liza: Ug...what was that?

Kuro: Oh nothing.

Joe: Uh...OK. I hope Aaron hurries up.

Clair: That was just weird.

Nick: *blank stare*

Amanda: What's up Nick? You look like you've seen a ghost.



Nick: I saw three. I sware! When I turned around, the second I saw them
they were pale and they had no eyes...and they were glowing a purple aura
wandering around like ZOMBIES!

Liza: I don't remember THAT.

Joe: I know.

Clair: That's more like how Joe looks in the morning.

Joe: HEY! I had my eyes THEN!

Kuro: Hmmm...yes. Maybe you need therapy Nick.

Nick: Rrrr!!!!

Ace: I got the remote!

Aaron: I got the drinks! Hurry Ace! Push pause!

Ace: BEEEEP! PAUSE!

zzzz zzz zzzz

Kuro: Oh don't tell me it's your dumb little pause button thing.

Aaron: Nope! It's our dumb little pause button thing and MORE!
*splashes all the pops on Kuro's armor*

buzzbuzzzzz

Kuro: YYYAAAAAAAHHHHHH!!!! I'm short curcuiting!!!!

Clair: AWESOME!

Nick: What do WE get to do Aaron!?

Aaron: 1...2...3...
ATTACK KURO!!!!!!!

BAM! BAM! KICK! BUMP! BLAM! SMASH! CLANK! QUACK!

Aaron: Who let a duck in here?

Kuro: Initiate auto repair system!

Ace: Auto repair?



Kuro: This power suit contains a state of the art collection
of Sonic Smash Item capsules: Invincibility, Magnetic Shield,
Super Ring, you name it!

BAM!

Amanda: He used the water shield!

Kuro: *flies off*

Aaron: At least now we can enjoy the rest of our stay here at the beach.

Nick: Especially now that Joe i-IS GONE!

Amanda: So is Clair!

Aaron: And Liza too!

Ace: Where could they have gone?

Nick: I think it has something to do with with what Kuro
did to them!

Amanda: Maybe he's right. You DO need therapy!



4 - Ectoplasma

At Hemlock Point...

Aaron: YAHOOOO!!! AMUSEMENT PARK!

Ace: This is awesome!

Nick: Aaron? Ace? Is that you?

Aaron: Nick? We didn't expect to see you here!

Nick: Why? This amusement park rules! So much ACTION!

Aaron: YAH!

Nick: And ADVENTURE!

Ace: YAH!

Nick: And THRILL!

Aaron: YAH! On that last one I thought I was gonna BARF!

Nick: Aren't these roller coasters the BEST?

Ace: Roller coasters? HA! We never went on any roller coasters!

Aaron: We're just here for the food! Ooh! Look! Cheese on a STICK!

Ace: WAHOO! I'm starving.

Nick: I should've guessed.

Aaron: (munch munch) You want a bite Nick?

Nick: Er...thanks but no thanks. I'm 'ana go ride the Millenium Horse.

Ace: Suit yerself.

Kuro: HAH! There you are!

ZAP!



Aaron: AGH! A laser beam?

Kuro: Huh HAHAHAHAAA!!!! FOOL!! You shall pay!

Ace: It's Kuro!

Aaron: I don't get it! Yesterday, he was my friend, and today he's plain EVIL!

Kuro: I could say the same about YOU! I need a little privacy! And NOW your
nosyness will be your downfall!

ZAP!

Ace: OK! Can't you forgive us?

Kuro: I tried to, but you still wanna know all my secrets huh?

Aaron: Hand back Liza, Joe, and Clair!

Kuro: What makes you think I have them?

Aaron: Because when I went to get my drinks back at the beach, you hypnotized
them! You rotted their minds with your powers! That's how you were able to
snatch them at the last second!

Kuro: Bravo, child. You are correct. Yes I do have them with me, but you
will not be getting them back.

Aaron: WHAT?

Kuro: But you may see them! Aaron, Ace, I introduce to you my new assistants!

Ace: AGH! That's them!

Aaron: But they're floating...and their pale and wrinkly!

Ace: And their eye sockets are empty and they're glowing with a purplish aura!

Aaron: That's not them! It's not them!

Kuro: Believe what you want, but they're not anywhere ELSE!

Aaron: Hmmm...This reminds me of a story my Grandpa always used to tell me.

Ace: Now is not the time for tall tales!

Aaron: NO! I have a last request! I want to tell a story from my Grandfather!



Kuro: YOU NEVER LISTENED TO YOUR GRANDPA'S STORIES!!!! How would YOU know any?

Aaron: How would YOU know that I wouldn't have listened to my Grandpa's stories.

Kuro: Very well. Tell away but make it quick.

Aaron: Well Kurinus, my Grandpa was a scientist. As a child, he was a hedgehog
just like me until three bullies named Lizzy, Jack, and Claude tricked him into
thinking the city's nuclear plant had candy inside its main experimental chamber.

Kuro: So did he believe them?

Aaron: Kurin was very gullible so yes he did. He was very young at the time.
Anyone would've believed them at such an age. When he dove inside, he came out...
as a human. He had been arrested for his crime and was sentenced to 20 years in jail.
Kurin never got an education. He spent his whole time in jail, thinking of new ideas
of improving the scientific world, making diagrams, blueprints and formulas on his
stone walls. He soon became super smart and knew nearly everything all from his
logic and self-teaching. When he was released, he got an excellent career as a
physical scientist and set his sights on a theory of a spiritual plasma life.
A ghost looking matter invisible to the human eye. It can only live in the atmosphere
and conditions of Planet Mobius and Planet Freedom. Very far from Earth. A long time ago,
all the animals lived freely on Planet Mobius and Planet Freedom until a Chaos Control
incident sent everyone here, so nobody could ever travel back to the two planets.
Kurin purchased an expensive sample of matter from Mobius that he researched and came
to the conclusion that the plasma he bought was infact the ectoplasma that his theory
described. He used it to power a machine of his creation. But he never showed it to me.
Grandpa Kurinus passed away when I was only 9.

Kuro: And HOW does this relate to what's happening NOW?

Aaron: The thing is...the ectoplasma that he discovered...is a ghost...with a pale
and wrinkly outer coat...empty eye sockets...and they glowed with a purplish aura!

Ace: WHAT!? Then that means Kuro must've stolen your Grandpa's machine to infect Liza,
Joe, and Clair with the genes of the ectoplasma!

Aaron: Perhaps. But I have ANOTHER theory in mind.

Kuro: Aaron. This is for your own good. PREPARE TO DIE!



5 - Kurinus is Dead

Nick: hiYA!

WHAM!

Kuro: OOF! Hey! No fair!

Nick: Hey! Aaron! I hope you're glad I bailed out of the ride!

Aaron: I sure am!

Kuro: Attack my slaves!

Nick: AH! Joe! Clair! Liza! They're...zombies!

Kuro: uggg...ATTACK MY ASSISTANTS!

Joe: uuuhhhhnnggg....

Nick: OK, Joe. Cut this out! We're not playing cherades... How about
I quit that earlier Volleyball game...heh heh. You won. Yah! Joe?

Joe: uuuuu...

Clair: uuuuuaaaaaaaa....

Ace: Uh...HI zombie Clair! uh...uh...UH *sweats* Cheese on a Stick?

Clair: RROOOOAAAAARRRRRRR!!!!!!!!!!!

Ace: PU! How about a Breathmint?

Liza: rruuuaaaaggghhh.....

Aaron: Liza? Oh great. My friend's attacking me. AGGGHHH!!!!

Liza: uunnnngggg....destroy....aaron.....

Aaron: Oh would you look at the time? It's 4:00! Time for your Daily 4:00
Beauty nap! Remember?

Liza: uuuuu...me not beauty?



Aaron: Not the way yer looking now!

Liza: uuuuunnnn...me need beauty sleep....zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

Aaron: whEW!

Liza: RROOOOAAAAAAAARRRRR!!!!!!!! Lizzy aWAKE!

Aaron: Lizzy? That's the name of your Grandma...and one of the bullies
at my Granpa's old school. WAIT! You're posessed with Lizzy's childhood
thoughts? But how would Kuro know abou.....hmmm I've got it! Hey zombie freaks!
*sticks out tongue* nnnnnyaah You can't catch me! *runs off*

Joe: Must catch brown annoying fast hedgehog

Clair: Must eat brown annoying fast hedgehog

Liza: Must destroy brown annoying fast hedgehog

Aaron: Too bad they're not even 1/4 as fast as ME! They may be my friends, but
they're still slow helpless zombies. After luring them THIS way, it'll take them
like 30 minutes to get back...which is 25 more than I'll need.

Ace: Thanks for luring them away Aaron, but in like 30 minutes they'll be back
to kick our butts!

Nick: What do we do 'til then?

Aaron: We press the pause button!

ZAP!

Kuro: Not again! Well...it will all be over in 5 minutes.

Aaron: Yah! Over for YOU!

Kuro: What do you mean?

Aaron: What do you mean what do I mean? I've got it all figured out! Everything!

Kuro: Oh really?

Ace: What's going on?

Aaron: Well to start, I told you the story of Grandpa Kurinus and how three bullies
tricked him into being turned into a human. Those three bullies were Jack, Lizzy,
and Claude. Now for the 20,000 dollar question. Why did Kuro change Joe, Clair, and



Liza into his zombie assistants, and not Nick, Amanda, Ace, or me? We were 3 feet in
front of him and he made some specific choices. I'll tell you why, because Joe's
Grandpa's name happens to be Jack, Clair's happens to be Claude, and Liza's Grandma
is Lizzy. So the 3 Kuro chose to be his slaves, just happened to be the grandsons of
the three who tricked Kurinus into becoming a human.

Nick: So what connection does your Grandpa have with Kuro?

Aaron: Simple! When I heard Kuro say he needs some privacy, that obviously means that
he's hiding something from us. Am I correct? And somebody around here happens to be
worried about me. Somebody who's afraid that if I stay friends with Joe, Clair, and
Liza, I'll make the same mistake that Kurin made. Who would do that? Somebody who is
worried, somebody who's smart, somebody who wants to protect me even if it means
killing me. Somebody like my Grandpa. Anyone could say Grandpa Kurin is behind all
of this. My Grandpa obviously thinks Joe, Clair, and Liza are my enemies, which they
are absolutely not, since they are blood relatives of three cruel former bullies.

Ace: OK. So we need to find your Grandpa, Aaron!

Aaron: Yup, everything winds down to one simple question:
Who is Kuro?

Kuro: RRRR! An agent of Grandpa Kurin's OK? That's who I am! An agent!

Aaron: You lie! You lie Kuro!

Kuro: I do not!

Aaron: Then PROVE it! Take your mask off!

Kuro: RRRR!! NO!

Aaron: Well the pause has passed, so I'll make it 5 MORE minutes to figure out
who you are!

BEEP

Ace: Take the mask off!

Nick: Or WE take it off FOR you!

Kuro: NO! It will dissapoint Kurinus.

Ace: Aaron! The zombies are now 24 minutes away from us! We'd better hurry and
put an end to the Kuro spell!

Aaron: AGH! OK! Take it off Kuro!



Kuro: NO! I am an agent! I sware!

Aaron: You can't be an agent of Kurinus. My Grandpa is DEAD!

Kuro: He put this program to work a long time ago and I am following his direct
orders!

Aaron: But WHY? Why are you doing this? You can't be serving a former victim of
a heart attack!

Kuro: But I AM! I'm carrying out what he would've done if he hadn't answered to
the final summons! I am just as sad as you are! That's the whole reason I'm doing
this! YOU would've done it TOO!

Aaron: (sigh) No...no I wouldn't have. I would not threatened to kill somebody just
because a loved one told me to.

Nick: Aaron! We only have 20 minutes left!

Aaron: ARGH! I need to recharge the pause!

BEEP

Aaron: Now TALK hedgehog! TALK!



6 - Grandpa Kuro?

Kuro: I will say NOTHING!

Ace: We only have 15 minutes!

Aaron: Fine! I have no choice but to remove your mask myself! YA!

Kuro: *grabs Aaron's arm*

Aaron: Ah!

Kuro: When my zombies arrive, they'll be ready to leave with me when I
kill you!

Aaron: You can't kill me! Even if you ARE an agent of my Grandpa's
he wouldn't have wanted it! Liza, Clair, and Joe are my friends! My grandpa
should've understood that and so should YOU!

Kuro: Your Grandpa told me that he knows you would rather die than
be turned into a human!

Aaron: No WAY! Not true! Infact, if it weren't for a human, this whole story
wouldn't exist!

Ace: Whu?

Nick: Story?

Aaron: Oh sorry. I just had this funny feeling that somebody's reading every
single solitary thing we're doing and saying, but what are the odds of that?

Nick: 10 minutes Aaron!

Aaron: Great! RRRRAAHHHH!!!! I need to take off that mask!

Kuro: Never! May you be in ashes for the rest of eternity!

Aaron: May YOU be takin' off that MASK!

Kuro: This is your own fault child! You trusted cooks like Liza, Joe, and Clair.
Now I must kill you before THEY do!

Aaron: They're NOT dangerous!



Kuro: That's what they want you to think!

Aaron: How do YOU know?

Ace: 5 minutes Aaron!

Aaron: Oh no! Kuro! Stop that spell!

Kuro: Do you WANT to be turned into a human?

Aaron: Shutup!

Nick: AGH! They're HERE!

Liza: uuuuuggg....brown annoying fast hedgehog...

Joe: destroy...destroy...

Clair: Ugggg....purple glowing aura deatomizer?

Liza: sound good....

ZAPPPP!!!!!

Clair: unnnngggg...missed

Kuro: AGH! My mask!

Ace: It's off!

Nick: And...HE'S been wearing it?

Aaron: No! NO It can't be!

Kuro: *pauses* it is...yes. its me Aaron.

Aaron: YOU threatened to kill me? But...but your DEAD!

Kuro: Truth is...I'm not...Grandson...

Aaron: *cries onto Kuro* Grandpa!!!!!

an hour later at Aaron's house...

Ace: So I guess your Grandpa WASN'T dead after all!



Aaron: Yup! He faked his own death, changed his name to Kuro, disguised himself
as a hedgehog, turned Joe, Clair, and Liza into zombies, and threatened to kill
me just 'cause he loved me.

Nick: Who woulda thought your Grandpa would've taken such risks all because he
was worried!

Joe: Well...I'm glad he put and end to the Kuro spell and set us free.

Liza: I guess Kuro learned that blood relaitives don't always have to act the same.

Clair: You're lucky to have such a cool grandpa.

Aaron: Uh huh! I sure am! *looks out window*

Kuro: Stay in school Aaron!!!!!!!!

Aaron: *grins*

Ace: Who wants ta watch Hawk Egg?

Everybody: *raises hands*

TV: BYOOP! Egg? I thought you said bring you a leg!

Everybody: HAW HAW HAW!!!!
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